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Santa Bárbara de Nexe - Villa

3
Bedrooms

2
Bathrooms

221
Area (m²)

1619

Swimming Pool

Land Area (m²)

N/A
(EUR €)

3 Bedroom Hilltop Villa in Santa Bárbara de Nexe with Spectacular
Views
With panoramic views across the surrounding countryside towards Loulé, this beautiful, new build
villa is set on a tranquil, south-west facing, hilltop plot in Santa Bárbara de Nexe. The property is of
minimalist design with clean lines and modern furnishings. The villa has 3 bedrooms and 2
bathrooms. One of the bedrooms, located on a lower level, has a separate entrance from the road.
This room could easily be transformed in to an office, as it is effectively annexed from the rest of the
house, making this an ideal property for anyone who habitually works from home. The property's
exterior pursues the minimalist theme. There is a large calçada (traditional-style Portuguese
pavement) and tile courtyard, with an elevated wooden platform that overlooks a wonderful plunge
pool. The garden is expansive, low-maintenance and affords panoramic views to the surrounding
countryside of Santa Bárbara de Nexe. If you are interested in this modern, low maintenance home
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in the sun, far from the tourist hot spots, please use the contact form on this page to request more
details and photos now. Alternatively, you can speak to one of our agents by calling Ben on 00351
914 388 919.
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